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Abstract— In the realm of Internet of Things, sensitive
information is distributed among several data owners, while
multiple data users wish to access different aspects of this
information. This paper presents an approach for a multiowner multi-user (MOMU) system where data owners require
privacy guarantees before offering their private data. In such
a setting each owner has different privacy needs against each
user, whereas, users may seek to collaborate in order to violate
owners’ privacy.
Using approximate differential privacy, we focus on the case
where n data owners possess a real-valued private data and
m data users wish to learn a linear query of this data. We
consider a Gaussian mechanism, derive the constraints on the
covariance matrix for the mechanism to be multi-owner multiuser private, and propose a convex semi-definite relaxation to
design the covariance. Finally, we illustrate our approach to a
synthetic scenario where n agents act both as data owners and
data users and we evaluate the privacy and the accuracy of the
resulted mechanism.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The paradigm of Internet of Things envisions that numerous things sense the environment, interact with their
neighbors, and take actions towards their goals [1]. Since
things —or agents— are considered highly interconnected,
information gathered by a set of agents is used by a different
group of agents. Although these agents use information
gathered by other things to more efficiently perform their
tasks, this flow of information raises privacy concerns.
For example, a collaborative recommender system for
merchandise uses the buying history of customers in order to
propose an item for future transactions [2]. In such a setting,
a system that uses the purchase history of Alice to propose
new products to her does not harm Alice’s privacy. However,
whenever Bob’s history is used in this process, then, his
privacy is compromised. The level of interaction between
Alice and Bob is determined by the following two factor: (i)
How useful is Bob’s data for Alice? In fact, Alice is greatly
benefit only if the two agents have similar shopping habits.
(ii) How much does Bob trusts Alice? Specifically, if the
two agents are close friends, there are little privacy concerns
when recommending products to each other.
More generally, the underlying private data curation
process is viewed as follows. Multiple agents, called data
users, are interested in different aspects of a collection of
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private data, where the private data is distributed across a
set of agents, called data owners—the two sets of agents are
not necessarily disjoint. A key observation is that data users
may benefit from colluding by either performing their tasks
more efficiently or violating owners’ privacy.
Differential privacy [3], which is employed here, injects
noise to the responses such that an adversary cannot confidently infer the original private data. This technique provides
formal privacy guarantees against a powerful and unmodeled
adversary, where the strength of these guarantees is controlled by the privacy level. Notably, compared to cryptographic approaches, differentially privacy protects the private
data against the intended recipient of the response [4]. The
literature of differential privacy was initiated in a database
context [3], [5], such as recommender systems [4], and was
later extended to Kalman filtering [6], optimization problems
[7], consensus algorithms [8] etc. The underpinning approach
of these works consider a single, possibly high-dimensional,
private database and propose a differential private algorithm
which produces a noisy response approximating a quantity
of interest. Next, this noisy response is published and, thus,
everyone observes the same noisy response. In this case
of a single private data and a single noisy response, there
is a single associated privacy level. In the multi-owner
scenario [9], [10], the private data is owned by multiple
agents and a single noisy response is generated, where each
owner requires a different privacy level. Earlier work [11]
introduced the multi-user case, where multiple data users
are interested in a single private data. In this case, the single
data owner required different privacy levels against each user
and, thus, each user receives a different response from the
differential private algorithm. Importantly, data users may be
tempted to collaborate by sharing the responses they received
and, thus, harming the owner’s privacy.
In this paper, we focus on designing differentially private
mechanisms in a multi-owner multi-user scenario. Specifically, we consider multiple data owners holding a piece
of private data and multiple users, each interested in a
different function of the entire private data. We formulate
the problem of multi-owner multi-user privacy and explore
some variations of it. Next, we focus on owners possessing
real-valued private data and users seeking linear functions of
this data. Within approximate differential privacy, we propose a Gaussian-based mechanism and express the privacy
constraints as constraints on the covariance matrix. Then, we
design the mechanism by relaxing these constraints to semidefinite problem. We illustrate our approach in the setting
of n agents, each acting both as an data owners and data
users. Our approach is numerically evaluated both in terms of
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efficiency (how much noisier the responses are because of the
multiple users) and in terms of incentive to collaborate (how
much more information users can gain by collaborating).
The paper is structured as follows. Section II informally
introduces the problem of multi-owner, multi-user privacy
and provides the system model. Next, differential privacy is
revisited and a formal statement of the problem is derived.
Section III initially provides an approach to the problem
based on existing results and, then, uses a semi-definite
problem to design a mechanism which approximately deincentivizes users from colluding and harming privacy guarantees. We demonstrate our approach in Section IV with an
example of a synthetic social network where agents act both
as data owners and data users and wish to estimate their local
average. Finally, Section V concludes our work.

A. Differential Privacy
Differential privacy [3] —see [12] for a survey— is a
framework that provides strong and formal privacy guarantees. Intuitively, given a private data as input, a differentially
private algorithm returns a noisy response such that an
adversary who observes this response cannot confidently
infer the private data. In particular, as shown in Definition 1,
the dependency of the noisy response on the private data
should be bounded and is captured by the pair of constants
(, δ) ∈ R2+ called privacy level; smaller values of the
parameters correspond to stronger privacy.
Definition 1 (Differential Privacy [3]). Let (, δ) be a privacy
level, U be the space of private data, and A ⊆ U × U be an
adjacency relation. Then, a mechanism M : U → ∆ (Y) is
(, δ)-differentially private if∗
P(Mu ∈ S) ≤ e P(Mu0 ∈ S) + δ,

∀S ⊆ Y,

0

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

for all adjacent inputs (u, u ) ∈ A.

We now introduce the problem of multi-owner multi-user
privacy. Initially, we informally state the general problem
and, in the end of this section, we formulate a concrete
instance of the problem. We consider two, possibly overlapping, groups of agents: data owners and data users.
Specifically, we consider n data owners with owner i ∈
[n] = {1, . . . , n} possessing private data ui ∈ Ui , where
Ui is the set of possible values for the private data of
owner i. Let u = [ui ]ni=1 denote the set of everyone’s
private data. We also consider m data users, where each
user j ∈ [m] = {1, . . . , m} is interested in some function
qj = qj (u) of the private data. Furthermore, we quantify the
severity of the privacy concerns that owner i has against user
j with the privacy level ij , where smaller values indicate
more severe privacy concerns —an overview of differential
privacy is presented in Subsection II-A. Assuming there
exists a trusted operator of the system, we wish to design a
(randomized) mechanism M which, given the set of private
data u ∈ ×ni=1 Ui , computes the set of responses Y = [Yi ]m
j=1
and securely communicates response Yj to user j as a proxy
of qj (u). From a utility point of view, we wish each response
Yj to be a good approximation of qj (u). From a privacy point
of view, we wish to guarantee that, given the response Yj ,
private data ui remains ij -differentially private.
However, data users might decide to collude, share their
responses, and violate the privacy needs of a data owner.
Therefore, mechanism M should not incentivized such coalitions. In particular, for any group J ⊆ {1, . . . , m} of
data users and any data owner i, there should exist a user
j ∗ ∈ J that does not gain any more information about ui
by participating in group J and, thus, leaves the coalition.
In this paper, we focus on the case of real-valued private
data ui , linear queries qj , and the notion of approximate
differential privacy. Before formally stating our problem as in
Problem 1 in Subsection II-D, we review differential privacy
in Subsection II-A and related results from the literature in
Subsection II-E.

For δ > 0, we refer to Definition 1 as approximate
differential privacy, whereas for δ = 0 we retrieve pure differential privacy. Here, we will consider real-valued private
data U = R and an adjacency relation of the form
(u, u0 ) ∈ Aα ⇔ |u − u0 | ≤ α,
for some constant α > 0. For simplicity, we will assume that
α = 1. Such an adjacency relation is commonly used in the
literature, e.g. [13], [14], [6].
A popular approximate differential private mechanism is
the Gaussian mechanism defined as follows.
Theorem 2 (Gaussian Mechanism [3]). Consider the mechanism M : R → ∆ (R) which adds Gaussian noise


c2
M(u) = c u + V, where V ∼ N 0,
,
κ(, δ)2
, K = Q−1 (δ)† , and
where c ∈ R, κ(, δ) = K+√2
K 2 +2
2
N (0, σ ) is the normal distribution with variance σ 2 . Then
M is (, δ)-differentially private under adjacency relation
A1 .
In the following, the term privacy level will refer to the
parameter  in the context of pure differential privacy and to
the value κ(, δ) in approximate differential privacy.
B. SISO to MIMO Privacy
Treating data owners as inputs and data users as outputs,
Figure 1 categorizes some of the literature in differential privacy. Specifically, work in [3] introduced differential privacy
in a single-owner, single-user setting. They consider a single,
possible high-dimensional, private input u and a single privacy level , and focused on designing -differential private
mechanisms; i.e. given the response y of the mechanism, the
private input u is -private. The majority of the following
∗ For a set T and a rich-enough σ-algebra T of it, we denote with
∆ (T ) the set of all probability measures on (T, T ).
† Q is the tail probability of the standard normal distribution
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C. Effects of Coalitions

Fig. 1: A categorization of differentially private mechanism based
on the number of data owners (inputs) and data users (outputs).

work proposed private mechanisms in a variety of fields
ranging from Kalman filtering [6], consensus algorithms
[15] ,and optimization problems [16], [7] to smart metering
[17] and traffic flow estimation [18]. Importantly, although
different components of the private data u belong to different
owners, the proposed mechanisms protect the input u as a
whole with a single privacy level .
Next, authors of [9] and those of [10] considered n data
owners, each with a private data ui and a privacy level i , and
propose a mechanism that computes a single output y which
is publicly announced. Such a setting, which was also used
in [19], can be thought as multi-owner single-user privacy
and, practically, is interpreted as in that, given the response
y, each private data ui remains i -private.
Furthermore, authors in [11] considered the single owner,
multiple users case. A single data owner shares a private
data u with m users under different privacy levels j , j ∈
[m] by responding with yj to user j. The authors propose
a mechanism such that, given yj , private data u remains
j -private. Importantly, the proposed mechanism does not
incentivize coalitions among the users; i.e. users are not
willing to collude and share information in order to damage
the owner’s privacy.
According to such a categorization, present work considers the multi-owner, multi-user scenario, where each data
owner i has a different privacy level ij against each data user
j. Additionally, each data user is interested in a different
aspect of the private data. For example, within a sensor
network, based on their location, sensors are interested in
mostly local information. As in the SIMO case, it is not
enough to guarantee the privacy of owner i against user
j and, thus, the MIMO case cannot be decomposed to m
MISO systems. Instead, we need to model any possible
interactions among the data users that can lead to privacy
breaches. Since we assume the existence of a trusted system
operator, we focus only on users’ interactions that occur after
the execution of the differentially private mechanism.

As briefly mentioned above, the case
of designing
a


private mechanism M, with M(u) = Y1 · · · Ym , that
serves m data users does not decompose into m independent
mechanisms Mj , j ∈ [m], where Mj (u) = Yj . Such a
decomposition is not possible due to possible interactions
among the data users. In fact, data users may collaborate and
exchange information for different reasons. Two models of
the possible interaction among data users are the following.
• Curious coalitions: Consider a group of data users
J ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and the responses YJ = [Yj ]j∈J
that they receive as a proxy to the quantities of interest [qj (u)]j∈J . If there is a post-processing of the
coalition’s knowledge YJ such that each colluding user
j ∈ J extracts a more accurate proxy Yj0 of the quantity
of interest qj (u), then, coalition J is stable. We call
such a group a curious coalition because users focus
on simply improving the accuracy of their received
responses while ignoring any privacy requirements.
• Adversarial coalitions: In this case, a subset J ⊆ [m]
of the users collude and share their information YJ in
order to infer private data ui and violate the privacy
of a targeted data owner i. In this case, data users
are considered adversarial; for example, they might be
multiple personae of a single adversary.
Beyond curious and adversarial coalitions, as introduced
here, further models exist. For example, in the case that
data users also act as data owners, they may or may not
care about their own privacy levels whenever they participate
in a curious coalition. Specifically, agents participate in a
coalition J only if (i) the accuracy of the received responses
is improved and (ii) their privacy level is not compromised,
even against other members of the coalition. Another model
considers users who take publicly observed actions based on
their received responses and, thus, information is exchanged
between users.
In this paper, we will mostly focus on adversarial coalitions. As in the SIMO case [11], the main technique against
coalitions is introducing correlation among the responses
{Yj }m
j=1 that the data users receive. Specifically, the main
result of the SIMO case designs a mechanism such that, in
each possible coalition, there exists a data user who does not
benefit by colluding and, thus, leaves the coalition. Another
possible, but not exploited here, technique to de-incentivize
coalitions is considering mechanisms that return some side
information Zj to data user j. Then, response Yj is used
by honest users, whereas, side information Zj is “used to
gratify the curiosity” of dishonest users.
D. Linear Queries of Real-Valued Private Data
Here, we assume that each data owner i possesses a scalar
private data ui ∈ R and each data user j is interested in a
linear form of all the private data
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qj (u) =

n
X
i=1

aij ui .

Moreover, we assume that each data owner i requires
(ij , δij )-differential privacy against data user j. To that
end, a trusted system operator receives all private data u,
computes the desired quantities {qj (u)}m
j=1 , adds noise V,
and returns the response Yj = qj (u) + Vj to user j:

  
q1 (u) + V1
Y1

  
..
(1)
Y =  ...  = 
 = A u + V,
.
Ym

qm (u) + Vm

Y = A u + V,

where A = [aij ] is the matrix of the coefficients and V is a
privacy-enforcing noise. Now, the problem of MIMO privacy
can be formulated.
Problem 1 (MIMO Privacy). Consider a set of data users
[n] and a set of data users [m]. For any user j ∈ [m],
any subset of users J ⊆ [m], and any data owner i ∈ [n],
consider the mechanism in Equation (1), and let Mij be the
sub-mechanism that releases Yj and let MiJ be the submechanism that releases {Yj }j∈J , i.e.
Mij (ui ) = Yj

and

III. MIMO P RIVACY THROUGH S EMI - DEFINITE
P ROGRAMMING
In this section, we employ the Gaussian mechanism and
build a solution to a relaxed version of Problem 1. Specifically, we assume that the system operator adds Gaussian
noise with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ ∈ Sm , where
Sm is the set of positive-semidefinite matrices of size m×m,
i.e.

•

(2)

A. Analysis of a Coalition
In order to provide an approach to Problem 1, we need
to analyze the effect of a coalition. To this end, consider a
coalition of data users J ⊆ [m] and a target data owner
i ∈ [n]. For the mechanism defined in Equation (2), the
following lemma characterizes the privacy level that owner
i receives against the group J .
Lemma 3. For a coalition J and a target owner i, the
mechanism MiJ ,

MiJ (ui ) = [Yj ]j∈J .

Design the noise V such that,
•

where V ∼ N (0m×1 , Σ).

the mechanism Mij is (ij , δij )-private and
for any group J and any owner i, there exists a user
j ∗ ∈ J such that, if Mij ∗ is (, δ)-private, then, MiJ
is also (, δ)-private.

The first constraint of Problem 1 protects each owner’s
private data against each user, whereas, the second constraint
provides privacy against adversarial coalitions. Specifically,
for any coalition J and any target owner i, there exists a
data user j ∗ who does not gain any additional knowledge
about owner i (in the sense of privacy level) by participating
in the coalition J and, thus, opts out of it.

MiJ (ui ) = [Yj ]j∈J ,
is (, δ)-private if
κ2 (, δ) ≥ aTiJ Σ−1
J aiJ ,
where aiJ = [aij ]j∈J ∈ R|J | and ΣJ = [Σjk ]j,k∈J ∈ S|J | .
Sketch of proof. We focus on the following probability as a
function of ui
P (MiJ (ui ) = [yj ]j∈J ) .

(3)

and we re-write the responses yi as noisy observations of the
private data ui
X
akj uk + Vj ⇔
yj =
k∈[n]

E. A Basic Approach
A base approach can be established by reducing the
MIMO system to n SIMO systems using the results in earlier
work [11], where owners independently diffuse their private
data. Specifically, owner i samples the Brownian motion
(i)
{Bt }t≥0 and responds to user j with a proxy Zij of her
private data ui
(i)

Zij = ui + Bκ(ij ,δij )−1 .
This ensures (ij , δij )-privacy of owner i from user j,
whereas, users cannot break the privacy guarantees by forming adversarial coalitions. Then, each user estimates the
quantity of interest as
X
X
(i)
aij Bκ(ij ,δij )−1 .
aij Zij = q(u) +
Yj =
i∈[n]

i∈[n]

Although such an input-perturbation approach protects
owner’s privacy, results in accumulating privacy-preserving
noise from every input. Additionally, this approach cannot be
extended to handle curious coalitions or de-incentivize only
a specific set J of adversarial coalitions J ∈ J ⊂ 2[m] .

X akj
yj
1
−
uk = ui +
Vj ⇔
aij
aij
aij
k∈[n]

zij = ui +

1
Vj ,
aij

∀j ∈ J

where zij is considered an observation; it does not depend
on the noise Vj or the private data ui . Next, consider the
optimal Bayesian linear estimator
X
X wj
Vj ,
(4)
ûi =
wj zij = ui +
aij
j∈J
i∈J
P
for appropriate weights wj with
j∈J wj = 1 and let
{o1 , . . . , o|J |−1 } be |J | − 1 orthogonal to ûi linear combinations of the observations zij . Then, the mechanism in
Equation (3) can be viewed as the mechanism that releases
ûi as in Equation (4) followed by a post-processing which
appends to ûi the independent responses {o1 , . . . , o|J |−1 }.
The statement follows from observing that the mechanism in Equation
−1 (4) is a Gaussian mechanism with variance
aTiJ Σ−1
and the resilience to post-processing thea
iJ
J
orem [3].
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A formal but less intuitive proof follows by massaging
Equation (3)
P (MiJ (ui ) = [yj ]) = P (Vj = aij zij − aij ui )
∝e

− 12 [aij

=e

− 12 C1

zij −aij ui ]

u2i +C2

T

Σ−1
J [aij

ui − 21 C3

(5)

zij −aij ui ]

We, then, require that there exists a colluding user j ∗ ∈
J that already has inferred user’s i data ui with smaller
variance.

,

with
C1 = [aij ]T Σ−1
J [aij ],

C2 = [zij ]T Σ−1
J [aij ],

C3 = [zij ]T Σ−1
J [zij ],
where, for clarity, we have dropped the subscript j ∈ J in
all stacked vectors, e.g. [yj ]. Next, we compare Equation (5)
to the probability density of a Gaussian mechanism W that
2
releases ui + W , where W ∼ N (0, σw
),
1

2

−2

P(ui + W = w) ∝ e− 2 ui σw

−2
−2
+ui w σw
− 12 w2 σw

,

(6)

and we identify the terms
−2
σw
= [aij ]T Σ−1
J [aij ],

w=

targeted owner i, according to Lemma 3, the most privacyviolating inference of the adversarial coalition has variance
1
.
aTiJ Σ−1
J aiJ

[aij ]T Σ−1
J [aij zij ]
[aij ]T Σ−1
J [aij ]

.

Since Equation (6) satisfies the (, δ)-privacy constraint if
−1
κ(, δ) ≤ σw
, then, Equation (3) also satisfies the (, δ)privacy constraint and, thus, MiJ is (, δ)-private.

B. Design of Covariance Matrix
We now formulate the problem of designing the covariance matrix Σ which provides a solution to Problem 1.
Specifically, we provide a solution to Problem 1 by formulating the optimization problem in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Consider n data owners with private data u =
[ui ]i∈[n] ∈ Rn and m data users where κij = κ(ij , δij ) is
the privacy level of owner i against user j. Then, consider
the mechanism M that securely returns Yj to user j
 
Y1
 .. 
Mu = A u + V =  .  ,
Ym
where V ∼ N (0m×1 , Σ) and Σ ∈ Sm satisfies the constraints
a2ij
Σjj ≥ 2 , ∀i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] and
κij
1
Σjj
≥ min 2 , ∀J ⊆ [m], i ∈ [n].
j∈J
aij
aTiJ Σ−1
a
iJ
J
Then, mechanism M is multi-input multi-out private. Specifically, M satisfies the privacy requirements and does not
incentivize adversarial coalitions.
Sketch of proof. The first set of constraints follows from the
Gaussian mechanism and requires that owner’s i data remains
private from user j. The second set of constraints refers to
the correlation of the responses that different users receive
and is interpreted as follows. For any coalition J and any

Theorem 4 provides necessary conditions for a mechanism to be MIMO private. On the downside, Theorem 4
has exponentially many in the number of users constraints.
Additionally, the covariance matrix may be over-constrained
and, thus, the feasibility problem might be infeasible. Lastly,
the second set of constraints is non-convex which makes the
design of the covariance matrix challenging.
Nonetheless, the expressitivity of Theorem 4 allows focusing only a subset of potential coalitions. For example,
the system designer can choose to focus only on coalitions
up to fixed size or ignore coalitions across non-cooperative
groups of users. In particular, for agents that act both as data
owners and data users, we can ignore coalitions where agent
i participates and attempt to attack herself.
Next, in Theorem 5 we propose a convex relaxation
which provides privacy of each owner from each user and
approximately de-incentivizes users’ coalitions.
Theorem 5. In the setting of Theorem 4, let the covariance
matrix Σ be the solution of the following optimization
problem
minimize
Σ∈Sm

s.t.

kdiag(Σ)kp
a2ij
Σjj ≥ max 2 , ∀j
i
κij

 −1
T
DiJ aiJ
 0, ∀J , i,
aiJ ΣJ

where
"
DiJ = min a−2
ij max
j∈J

l∈[n]



alj
κlj

2 #
.

Then, M is approximately MIMO private. Specifically, M
provides κij privacy of owner i from user j and approximately de-incentives coalitions.
Proof. Let Σ satisfy the constraints of Theorem 4. Then, for
any J ⊆ [m] and i ∈ [n]
!#
"
a2lj
1
1
Σjj
= DiJ .
≥ min 2 ≥ min 2 max
j∈J aij l∈[n]
j∈J aij
κ2lj
aTiJ Σ−1
J aiJ
Since DiJ > 0 and using Schur’s complement we get
 −1

1
DiJ aTiJ
≥
D
⇔
 0.
iJ
aiJ ΣJ
aTiJ Σ−1
J aiJ
Regarding accuracy, user’s j response has variance Σjj and,
thus, we choose an objective function that minimizes the
diagonal elements of Σ. This formulation approximates the
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2.5

design of a MIMO private mechanism using a convex semidefinite program.

m

=2

m

=3

max
max

mmax = 4

IV. C ASE S TUDY: S MOOTH L OCAL AVERAGING

j6=i

In words, agent i weighs input more from nearby agents than
from more distant ones. Additionally, we assume that the
agents are connected by an undirected graph G = ([n], E),
where E ⊆ [n]2 captures the friendships; agents i and j are
connected with an edge (i, j) ∈ E whenever they are friends.
Then, let d : [n]2 → R+ be a measure of how far away agents
i and j lie in this graph, captures the trust level between the
two agents, and quantifies the privacy level required between
i and j as follows
ij = d−1 (i, j),

δij = .01 ij ,

κij = κ(ij , δij ).

Here, we choose d(i, j) to be the resistance distance [20],
[21]. Next, we apply Theorem 5 in order to design a MIMO
private mechanism. Specifically, we consider the following
SDP, where we only consider coalitions of size up to mmax
and worst variance of the responses that agents receive.
minimize
n
Σ∈S

max Σii

2
INCENTIVE

For a case study, we consider n agents who act both
as data owners and data users. Specifically, we assume that
each user i has a scalar private data ui ∈ R. For example,
data ui can capture the health status of agent i or a privately
computed exposure to risk (e.g. debt-to-equity ratio). Then,
each agent wishes to estimate the smooth local average qi (u)
of its neighborhood. For instance, such an average captures
the probability of an agent getting infected by other nodes
or the cascade exposure to risk.
Specifically, we consider n agents each placed at location
xi ∈ [0, 1]2 uniformly randomly. Then, each agent wishes to
compute a smooth local average qi of the private data u,
X
qi (u) =
kxi − xj k−1 uj .

1.5

1

i∈[n]

∀ J ⊆ [n] s.t. |J | ≤ mmax and ∀ i ∈ [n] \ J .
We evaluate our approach by computing the worst-case
incentive to form a coalition; given any potential coalition
J and any targeted agent i, we compute how much more
information the most-informed agent j ∗ ∈ J can extract
about the targeted agent by participating in the coalition.
Formally, we define I NCENTIVE as
min

8
10
Number of agents n

I MPROVEMENT := max

2
aij
s.t. Σii ≥ max
, ∀i ∈ [n];
j
κij
 −1

DiJ aTiJ
 0,
aiJ ΣJ

max

6

•

κ of i from J ∪ {j}
,
κ of i from j

where the expression κ of i from j is the privacy level that
protects agent’s i private data from the response that agent
j receives; as a reminder, larger values correspond to less

12

14

16

privacy. Specifically, min chooses the most informed agent
j ∗ and the max chooses the worst-case option over all
possible coalitions and possible targets. Figure 2 plots this
quantity for different sizes of the network n ∈ [2, 16] and
coalition sizes up to mmax ∈ [2, 4].
Furthermore, we evaluate the effect of performance of
the SDP in the following two ways:
√
• We compare the variance
Σii of the response Yi that
agent i receives to that of the baseline introduced in
Subsection II-E and is based on the SIMO case [11].
Specifically, Figure 3 plots the ratio I MPROVEMENT
defined as
s
 2
P



j ∈J
/
i∈[n],
j6=i
i63J ⊆[n]
s.t. |J |≤mmax −1

4

Fig. 2: The semidefinite constraints are not binding and, thus, there
exists some incentive for agents to form adverserial coalitions.
Allowing coalitions of size up to mmax = 2, 3, 4, we compute
I NCENTIVE which captures this gap. Note that I NCENTIVE ≥ 1 and
larger values result to stronger incentives for agents to collaborate.

i

I NCENTIVE :=

2

j∈[n],
j6=i

√

Σii

aij
κij

,

where the numerator is the variance of the baseline.
As argued in Subsection II-E, the baseline completely
de-incentivizes coalitions of any size. Importantly, the
baseline assumes that each agent i retains all the information {Zji }j∈[n] as side information, whereas, the
proposed approach does not require agents to retain such
side information.
We compare the proposed method to the case where
we do not protect the private data against coalitions.
This figure of merit captures how performance degrades
in order √
to defeat coalitions. Figure 4 compares the
variance Σii that agent i observes to the variance
a
that agent i would ideally observe in the
maxi κij
ij
absence of the rest of the users:
√
Σii
I NEFFICIENCY := max
aij .
i∈[n] maxj∈[n],
κij
j6=i

In all cases, we averaged the figures of merit over 20
executions.
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2.2
m

=2

m

=3

max

2

max

synthetic data and quantified the performance loss due to the
co-existence of multiple users.
Future work can consider richer models of interactions
of users such as curious coalitions introduced earlier. Additionally, an approach for pure differential privacy is would
be interesting as well as extending the results to nonlinear queries. Furthermore, efficiently solving the SDP for
large populations of users is problematic and distributed
approaches are helpful. Finally, as described earlier, we defer
for the future the design of MIMO private mechanisms that
return side information as a, probably exact, de-incentivizing
means.

mmax = 4
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Fig. 3: A baseline approach to MIMO privacy utilizes [11], where
agents independently diffuse their private data. The figure of merit
I MPROVEMENT catpures the performance of proposed approach
to such a baseline. Althouhg, for very small sizes, the baseline
performs better, the proposed approach outperforms the baseline
for larger networks.
5
m
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INEFFICIENCY
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Fig. 4: The existence of multiple users force the privacy-enforcing
mechanism to inject more noise. We quantify the toll on the accuracy of the responses by plotting I NEFFICIENCY which compares
the amount of noise added to that of a mechanism that ignores
possible coalitions and adds only privacy-preserving noise.

V. D ISCUSSION
Concluding, we introduced a taxonomy of the privacyaware approaches within differential privacy. We motivated
the use of multi-input multi-output private mechanism which
return different pieces of private information to different
users. Such mechanisms need to account for possible interactions between users. To this end, we employed approximate
differential privacy and we introduced a model with realvalued private data and linear queries. After deriving the
privacy constraints for such a MIMO private mechanism, we
derived a relaxed SDP with approximately de-incentivizes
coalitions. Finally, we evaluated the proposed approach on
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